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We report the first use of a nonfrustrated block terpolymer for the synthesis of highly ordered oxide
nanocomposites containing multiple plies. The morphological behavior of 15 ISO-oxide nano-
composites was investigated spanning a large range of compositions along the fI=fS isopleth using
aluminosilicate and niobia sols.Morphologies were determined by transmission electronmicroscopy
(TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements. Four morphologies were identified,
including core-shell hexagonal, core-shell double gyroid, three-domain lamellae, and core-shell
inverse-hexagonal, in order of increasing O þ oxide volume fraction. All of the resulting nanocom-
posites had three- or five-ply morphologies containing domains that were continuous in one, two, or
three dimensions. The five-ply core-shell double gyroid phase was only found to be stable when the
O þ oxide domain was a minority. Removal of the polymer enabled simple and direct synthesis of
mesoporous oxide materials while retaining the ordered network structure. We believe that advances
in the synthesis of multiply nanocomposites will lead to advanced materials and devices containing
multiple plies of functional materials.

Introduction

The microphase separation of amphiphilic block
copolymers has been broadly applied toward structure-
direction in numerous materials. Typically, the hydro-
philic block is selectively swelled with hydrophilic parti-
cles via attractive intermolecular forces while the
hydrophobic block is repelled. The balance of interface
and chain stretching free energies leads the polymer to
direct the coassembly into various orderedmorphologies.
While such techniques have been extensively studied with
diblock (AB)1 and triblock (ABA) copolymers,2,3 there
are very few examples of triblock terpolymers (ABC) used
as structure-directing agents.4-6

The application of triblock terpolymers as structure-
directing agents is particularly interesting due to the
dozens of known ordered morphologies of the neat poly-
mers.7-17 The plethora of network morphologies18 is
especially applicable to devices, such as fuel cells, bat-
teries, or supercapacitor electrodes, which require multi-
ple transport materials arranged in continuous pathways
for fuel/electrolyte, ion conduction/storage, and electron
transport. The network phases formed by triblock terpo-
lymers are not only trifunctional, but also form over a
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much wider phase composition window (4-14.1
vol %14,19) than the bifunctional double gyroid struc-
ture found in diblock copolymer systems (2-6
vol%20). Such amethod of fabrication, where a sequence
of three or more unique polymer blocks direct the spatial
arrangement of multiple materials, thus defining the
interfaces and pathways, is termed block sequence
directed materials (BSDMs).21 The achievement of
BSDMs would be a significant advance toward mimick-
ing the complex assembly processes apparent in nature. In
particular, ordered transition metal oxide materials are
interesting in energy generation, storage, and conversion
applications due to their ability to catalyze reactions,
conduct ions, and intercalate ions.22,23 Indeed, it has
already been shown that the three blocks of a terpolymer
can be designed to lead to trifunctional materials with
control over each of the three final components.21

Morphology prediction of triblock terpolymer co-
assemblies is particularly complex due to the number of
parameters. The phase behavior of ideal diblock copoly-
mers may be predicted solely based on two parameters:
the volume fraction fa of the A block and the product χN
of Flory-Huggins χ parameter with the overall degree of
polymerizationN. In contrast, the phase behavior of ideal
triblock terpolymers is governed by five parameters: two
independent volume fractions, fa and fb, and the products
of three Flory-Huggins parameters, χABN, χBCN, and
χACN. The relative magnitude of each of the χ parameters
further determines the types of morphologies formed.
When χAC is the largest, the system is considered nonfru-
strated24 and the large energetic penalty of A-C contacts
leads to only core-shell and alternating versions of the
morphologies found in diblock copolymers.19 In contrast,
frustrated block terpolymers are known to form deco-
rated morphologies in which A-C interfaces are made
to minimize A-B or B-C interfaces.25 This morpho-
logical tendency was preserved when aluminosilicate
structures were directed with such frustrated triblock
terpolymers.5,6

The symmetry of the polymer blocks, or lack thereof,
influences interfacial curvature. Symmetric and near sym-
metric diblock copolymers (fa ≈ fb) form lamellar mor-
phologies whereas asymmetric diblock copolymers lead to
morphologies with curved interfaces, including gyroid,
hexagonal cylinders, and cubic micellar phases. Similarly,
triblock terpolymer morphologies are influenced by both

the A-B and B-C symmetries. Symmetric-symmetric
ideal triblock terpolymers (fa = fb = fc) form a three-
domain lammelae phase with flat interfaces whereas
asymmetric-asymmetric triblock terpolymers (fa 6¼ fb 6¼
fc) form numerous morphologies with curved interfaces.
Combining both of these tendencies with a symme-
tric-asymmetric triblock terpolymer (fa= fb 6¼ fc) can
cause the competing interfacial forces to buckle the inter-
face into periodic networks of saddle surfaces.26

Herein, we present the results from the use of a non-
frustrated, symmetric-asymmetric triblock terpolymer
as a structure directing agent for oxide materials. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first report of ordered
oxide materials structure-directed by a nonfrustrated
block terpolymer.

Experimental Methods

Materials Synthesis. The poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene

oxide) (ISO) triblock terpolymers used here were prepared

by sequential anionic polymerization and were thoroughly

characterized previously.14 ISO3 had a molecular weight of

15.24 kg/mol and a polydispersity of 1.05. ISO4 had amolecular

weight of 15.78 kg/mol and a polydispersity of 1.05. The volume

fractions of I, S, and O were calculated based on reported

homopolymer densities at 140 �C.27 The volume fractions of I,

S, and O in ISO3 were determined to be 0.448, 0.454, and 0.098,

respectively. Similarly, ISO4 had volume fractions of 0.440,

0.435, and 0.125 for I, S, and O, respectively. The equilibrium

morphologies of ISO3 and ISO4 were previously determined to

be two-domain lamellar and O70, respectively.14 The O70 is a

tricontinuous orthorhombic network structure which was first

identified in 2002 and has been detailed elsewhere.14,18,26,28 ISO

polymers are amphiphilic, having a hydrophilic Oblock and two

hydrophobic blocks, I and S. The hydrophilic oxide sol particles

are expected to selectively swell the O block.

Each aluminosilicate hybrid film was prepared from a

2.0-2.5wt%polymer solution inTHF-CHCl3 (1:1 by volume)

by adding a predetermined amount of aluminosilicate sol solu-

tion and casting the homogeneousmixture covered at 60 �C.The
sol solution was prepared using a two step acid catalyzed

hydrolysis procedure as described in detail elsewhere.1,29 This

sol is an organically modified ceramic (ORMOCER) which has

much lower density than bulk silica.1,30 The volume fraction of

the combined O and aluminosilicate phase was calculated using

a combined density of 1.4 g/cm3 as thoroughly established

previously.5,6,31-34
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Each niobia hybrid film was prepared from a 0.3-0.8 wt %

polymer solution in CHCl3 by forming a nonhydrolytic sol in

situ, in a similar fashion to that previously described.35 Speci-

fically, niobium(V) ethoxide was added to the stirring polymer

solution in a nitrogen glovebox. After 10 min of stirring,

niobium(V) chloride was added in a 1.0:1.61 chloride:ethoxide

molar ratio. The polymer-sol solution was stirred overnight at

room temperature and cast in a Teflon dish at 50 �C covered

with a glass hemisphere. All films were subsequently placed in a

vacuum oven at 130 �C for at least 1 h. The volume fraction of

the O and niobia containing domain was calculated using

densities of 1.064 and 2.0 g/cm3, respectively. We believe that

this is a reasonable estimate for the density of the amorphous

niobia sol since metal oxide sol-gel densities are often less than

half that of the bulk density.36

Transmission ElectronMicroscopy (TEM).Ultrathin sections

were cut at-55 �C using a Leica Ultracut UCTmicrotome. The

sections were transferred to copper grids and stained with

aqueous 2 wt % OsO4 solution or anhydrous OsO4 vapor.

Staining made the poly(isoprene) darker than poly(styrene).

Bright field TEM was performed on a Tecnai T12 operating at

120 kV. The ISO polymer was removed from a sectioned sample

by using a Fischione model 1020 Ar-O plasma cleaner. The

10 min etching time combined with a ∼1 nm/s carbon etch rate

was sufficient to remove all of the ISO from the c.a. 70 nm thick

sections.

Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).ARigakuRU300 with

a copper rotating anode (λ=1.54 Å) operated at 40 kV and

50 mA was used to gather SAXS data of the niobia containing

samples. The X-rays were monochromated and focussed with a

Ni filter and orthogonal Franks mirrors. The 2D scattering

patterns were collected with a home-built 1000 � 1000 pixel

CCD detector similar to that described elsewhere.37 SAXS data

of the aluminosilicate containing samples were collected at the

Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS), with a

setup consisting of a multilayer monochromator (λ=1.457 Å)

with a 2D area detector and a sample-to-detector distance of

1.61 m. Data are presented as 1D plots of radially integrated

intensity versus scattering vector qwhere q=4π sin(θ)λ-1, where

2θ is the total scattering angle.

Results

Aluminosilicate Nanocomposites. Our initial experi-
ments targeted the orthorhombic O70 network phase. A
previous study showed that neat ISO polymers along the
fI=fS isopleth form the O70 phase over a wide composi-
tion window spanning from 9.8 to 23.9 vol % of O.14 We
synthesized six nanocomposites within this window
spanning from 15 to 23 vol % O þ oxide. The stained
TEM images of five of these nanocomposites ranging
from 15.0 to 22.3 vol%Oþ oxide were characteristic of a
core-shell hexagonal morphology (CS-H) containing
O þ oxide cores (gray) covered by a S shell (light) within
an I matrix (dark) (Figure 1A). The two samples with
the least amount of oxide, ISO3-S1 and ISO4-S1, were

primarily composed of short-range ordered wormlike
structures, but ISO4-S1 also had some well-ordered CS-
H regions. The SAXS patterns of these CS-H nanocom-
posites were also consistent with hexagonal symmetry,
exhibiting characteristic peaks in the ratios defined as
q/q*=1,

√
3, and

√
7 (Figure 2A). The d10 spacing for

this series of samples varied from 19.9 to 22.2 nm and
were consistent with the molecular weight of the ISO
polymers as well as the observed c.a. 20 nm cylinder
spacings in TEM (Table I).
The three aluminosilicate samples with the highest Oþ

oxide compositions all had similar phase behavior. TEM
images of all three of these samples, ISO3-S4, ISO4-S3,
and ISO4-S4, ranging from 23.0 to 32.3 vol % O þ oxide
exhibited core-shell wagon-wheel patterns with silicate
cores (gray) surrounded by a S shell (light) within an I
matrix (dark) which were characteristic of the (111) plane
of the core-shell double gyroid (CS-GD) morphology
(Figure 1B). The CS-GD phase is a pentacontinuous
structure with two separate core-shell gyroid networks
of the same composition. Other TEM images of these
samples were consistent with the (100) (Figure 1B inset)
and (125) projections of the CS-GD. The SAXS patterns
of these samples were also consistent with the CS-GD

morphology exhibiting the strongest scattering at
q/q*=

√
6, followed by peaks consistent with

√
8,

√
14,√

16,
√
20, and

√
22 (Figure 2B). Samples ISO4-S3 and

ISO4-S4 also exhibited a small peak corresponding to a
forbidden reflection at

√
2q*. Such forbidden reflections

were also observed in previous cocontinuous cubic silica-
type structures which were compressed in the z-direction
leading to a breaking of the symmetry of the cubic
phases.22,31,38-40 The CS-GD nanocomposites in this
study were all made by solvent casting which is well-
known to compress films in the direction of evaporation.
A 2D SAXS pattern of ISO4-S4 perpendicular to the
evaporation direction (data not shown) showed 3.6-
14.2% compression (varies from grain to grain) of the√
6q* ring and is attributed to the appearance of the

forbidden reflection at
√
2q*. The d100 spacing deter-

mined by SAXS ranged from 52.9 to 56.2 nm and was
consistent with the observed 53-63 nm spacings observed
in TEM. The roughly twice as large lattice dimension, d,
for CS-GD relative to the CS-H is due to the pentacontin-
uous nature of the CS-GDmorphologywhich has twice as
many interfaces per unit cell: O-S-I-I-S-O-O-S-
I-I-S-O compared to O-S-I-I-S-O. Thus, the
much larger lattice dimension d is still consistent with
the molecular weight of the ISO polymers used. Sample
ISO4-S4 with the largest amount of Oþ oxide fraction of
32.3 vol % had c.a. 20% three-domain lamellae (Lam3)
phase and is thus very close to Lam3 phase space.
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A free-standing mesoporous aluminosilicate double
gyroid structure was synthesized by removing the ISO
from sample ISO4-S4 using a reactive oxygen plasma.
After 10 min of etching, the ISO was removed and the
structure was preserved as evidenced by ordered network
structures viewed on TEM (Figure 3). TEM observation
of this sample revealed 5-11 nm diameter tubes of
aluminosilicate with 3-fold nodes and 29 to 37 nm meso-
pores. The free-standing aluminosilicate structure was
much more sensitive to the intensity of the incident
electron bream than the nanocomposites and had to be
imaged with a low intensity beam with very long CCD
exposure times to limit the distortion of the structure.
Furthermore, the lower contrast relative to Figure 1B is
due to the much lower atomic number of silicon as
compared to osmium as well as the plasma treatment
leading to a much lower density than bulk aluminosili-
cates.
Niobia Nanocomposites. Seven additional samples were

synthesized with a niobia sol in order to further explore
the ISO-oxide phase diagram with the sol of a transition

metal oxide. Samples spanned the fI= fS isopleth from
43.8 to 70.0 vol % O þ oxide.
Five of these niobia nanocomposites had volume frac-

tionswithin the 27-62 vol%O range of the three-domain
lamellae phase of neat ISO polymers along the fI = fS
isopleth.28 Only two of the five samples with the lowest
O þ oxide volume fraction, ISO4-N1 and ISO4-N2, with
Oþ oxide fractions ranging from 43.8 to 48.2 vol%, were
identified to have the Lam3 morphology by TEM and
SAXS. The TEM images of these stained Lam3 nano-
composites had layers of Oþ oxide (dark), S (light), and I
(gray) arranged in patterns of ISO-OSI- which is char-
acteristic of this morphology (Figure 1C). The switching
of O þ oxide and stained I contrast in the niobia samples
is due to the much higher atomic number of Nb (41)
compared to Si (14) and Al (13). This results in the niobia
providing more electron scattering contrast than the
OsO4 stained I. The SAXS patterns of these two samples
have peaks consistent with lamellar symmetry, with peaks
at q/q*=1,

√
4, and

√
9 (Figure 2C). The d1 lattice spacing

measured by SAXS varied from 24.0 to 26.3 nm and was

Figure 1. Representative TEM images of aluminosilicate nanocomposites with core-shell hexagonal (A) and core-shell double gyroid (B) morphologies
(image and inset in B show a (111) and (100) projection, respectively). Also, representative TEM images of niobia nanocomposites with three-domain
lamellae (C) and core-shell inverse-hexagonal (D)morphologies. Light regions of these images correspond topoly(styrene) anddark regions correspond to
either OsO4 stained poly(isoprene) or oxide swelled poly(ethylene oxide). The polymer schematic (top) defines the colors used in the inset morphology
schematics: gray, white, and black corresponding to I, S, andOþ oxide domains, respectively. Images shown at same scale with 50 nm scale bars inset. The
representative TEM images above correspond to samples ISO3-S2, ISO4-S4, ISO4-N1, and ISO4-N3, respectively.
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consistent with both the observed c.a. 25 nm spacings
observed in TEM and the molecular weight of the ISO
polymer.

Niobia nanocomposites with O þ oxide fractions be-
yond 50.0 vol % were found to form a different morpho-
logy. Neat ISO polymers are known to form core-shell
double gyroid (Q230) and core-shell hexagonal phases in
narrow composition windows on the O-rich side of the

Figure 2. Representative SAXS patterns of aluminosilicate nanocomposites with core-shell hexagonal (A) and core-shell double gyroid (B) morphologies
as well as niobia nanocomposites with three-domain lamellae (C) and core-shell inverse-hexagonal (D) morphologies. The sequence of expected peaks is
indicated in each spectrum. The patterns correspond to samples ISO4-S2, ISO4-S3, ISO4-N1, and ISO4-N3, respectively.

Table I. Compositions, Morphologies, and d-Spacing of ISO þ Oxide

Nanocomposites

film
name v % I v % S

v %
O þ oxide morphology

d
(nm)a

d
(nm)b

ISO3-S1 41.9% 42.4% 15.7% worm 21.2 18
ISO3-S2 40.5% 41.0% 18.5% CS-H 22.2 17
ISO3-S3 38.6% 39.1% 22.3% CS-H 21.9 19
ISO3-S4 33.6% 34.1% 32.3% CS-GD(Lam3) 54.6 62
ISO4-S1 42.7% 42.3% 15.0% CS-H (worm) 19.9 19
ISO4-S2 41.6% 41.1% 17.3% CS-H 21.7 19
ISO4-S3 38.7% 38.3% 23.0% CS-GD 52.9 63
ISO4-S4 35.2% 34.8% 30.0% CS-GD 56.2 53
ISO3-N1 18.6% 18.9% 62.5% cCS-iH 23.1 23
ISO3-N2 14.9% 15.1% 70.0% cCS-iH 21.6 20
ISO4-N1 28.3% 27.9% 43.8% Lam3 26.3 29
ISO4-N2 26.0% 25.7% 48.2% Lam3 24.0 22
ISO4-N3 24.6% 24.3% 51.1% CS-iH 22.0 23
ISO4-N4 23.1% 22.9% 54.0% CS-iH 24.8 23
ISO4-N5 21.1% 20.9% 58.0% cLam3 21.7 20

aLattice dimensions (d) are based on the lamellar (1), hexagonal
(10), and gyroid (100) planes calculated from d=2π/q*. bLattice dimen-
sion determined by TEM imaging. cPrecipitation of inorganic species
leads to a morphology with a lower effective volume fraction of PEO þ
oxide.

Figure 3. TEM image of free-standing mesoporous oxide double gyroid
resulting from oxygen plasma removal of ISO structure directing agent
from ISO4-S4. Schematic of themorphology (left inset) is next to the high
magnification TEM image (right inset).
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ISO phase diagram.28 Samples ISO4-N3 and ISO4-N4
had O þ oxide fractions of 51.1 and 54.0 vol %, respec-
tively, and both formed the same morphology. TEM
images of these samples showed a hexagonal arrangement
of continuous tubes of I (gray) covered with shells of S
(white) within a matrix of O þ oxide (dark) (Figure 1D).
Although this image is similar to the aluminosilicate
core-shell hexagonal image (compare Figure 1A and
D), the I and O þ oxide domains have switched places.
Accordingly, this morphology is named core-shell
inverse-hexagonal (CS-iH) since the O þ oxide domain
forms the matrix. The SAXS patterns of these two
samples were also consistent with the observed hexagonal
symmetry, showing scattering peaks at q/q*=1,

√
3, and√

4 (Figure 2D). The d10 spacing varied from 22.0 and
24.8 nm and was consistent with c.a. 23 nm spacings
observed in TEM as well as the molecular weight of the
ISO polymer used.
The niobia nanocomposites synthesized with 58 vol %

O þ oxide or more had macrophase separated regions of
niobia. Samples ISO4-N5, ISO3-N1, and ISO3-N2 all
had clear formation of precipitates throughout the films
when viewed on the TEM (Figure 4). The precipitation of
some of the niobia sol from solution leads to a lower
effective volume fraction of niobia mixed with O block of
the polymer. This is likely why ISO4-N5 with 58 vol %
O þ oxide exhibited a Lam3 morphology predominantly
in TEM and SAXS (data not shown). Samples ISO3-N1
and ISO3-N2 also had clear macrophase separation, but
still had the expected CS-iH morphology. The macro-
phase separation correlated to a decrease in d10 in the
ordered regions relative to samples of similar composition
(Table I).

Discussion

The morphology results of 15 oxide nanocomposites
structure-directed with two different ISO triblock terpo-
lymers along the fI= fS isopleth are displayed in Figure 5.
Due to the many parameters of this phase space, the two-
dimensional ternary phase diagram represents a small
slice of the complete phase space along this isopleth. In

particular, the molecular weight (N) and volume fraction
of O (fO) were only varied within a narrow range.
Furthermore, this morphology map is a composite con-
taining results from both aluminosilicate and niobia
nanocomposites. Each morphology is discussed sepa-
rately before the overall phase behavior of this isopleth
is discussed.
Core-Shell Hexagonal Phase. The core-shell hexago-

nal phase was found to form in the composition window
from 15.0 to 22.3 vol%Oþ oxide. This contrasts sharply
from neat ISOwhich forms the O70 phase from 9.8 to 23.9
vol % O along the same isopleth. This CS-H phase was
even observed when ISO4 (forms O70 when neat) was
mixed with just 2.9 vol % aluminosilicate (ISO4-S1).
Clearly, the system thermodynamics were strongly af-
fected by the selective mixing of sol particles with the O
domain. A similar suppression of the O70 phase was
observed when relatively small amounts of lithium per-
chlorate were mixed with similar ISO polymers.4 The
marked change in phase behavior was attributed to the
17-fold increase in segregation strength induced by the
selective dissolution of lithium perchlorate into the O
blocks. An analogous effect is likely at play in the ISO-
oxide system. The effect of the addition of oxide nano-
particles on the segregation strength of ISO was crudely
estimated41 by comparing the d* (� 2π/q*) spacing of
hexagonal ISO3 to that of ISO3-S2 using d*�χ1/6. This
approximation leads to an estimated increase in χ by a
factor of 1.8 upon addition of oxide sol.While addition of
oxide sol to ISO does not increase χ nearly as much as
lithium perchlorate, it is still sufficient to explain the
similar change in phase behavior. The CS-H phase was
not only found at very low oxide loadings, but also into
the dense nanoparticle regime.42 Sample ISO3-S3 formed

Figure 4. Representative TEM image of sample ISO3-N2 showing
macrophase separation of niobia precipitates at high oxide loadings
(>58 vol % O þ oxide). Figure 5. Morphology map for poly(isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene

oxide) nanocomposites with axes indicating the volume fractions of I, S,
and O þ oxide. Symbols identify the polymer and oxide used. Four
ordered morphologies were identified, including core-shell hexagonal,
core-shell double gyroid, three-domain lamellae, and core-shell inverse-
hexagonal. The three samples with the highest O þ oxide fractions had
oxide precipitation from the polymer which lead to lower effective
O þ oxide volume fractions.

(41) Semenov, A. N. Macromolecules 2002, 22(6), 2849–2851.
(42) Jain, A.; Wiesner, U. Macromolecules 2004, 37(15), 5665–5670.
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the CS-H phase with an aluminosilicate volume fraction
larger than the O vol fraction. The CS-H phase was
stabilized by the increased segregation strength induced
by very small amounts of oxide andwas preserved into the
dense nanoparticle regime.
Core-Shell Double Gyroid Phase. The core-shell dou-

ble gyroid morphology was found withOþ oxide volume
fractions ranging from 23.0 to 32.3 vol %. This large
9.3 vol % O þ oxide window is comparable to the 14.1
vol % O window for the O70 phase in neat ISO polymers
along the same isopleth. Froma synthetic standpoint, this
wide phase window with ISO structure-directing agents
makes the fabrication of materials with trifunctional
network structures far easier than with diblock copoly-
mers.31 The existence of this network structure in the
ISO-oxide system was quite unexpected considering the
suppression of all network phases when similar ISO
polymers were selectively swelled with lithium salts.4 In
this case, the less drastic increase in segregation strength
for the ISO-oxide system likely leads to the replacement
of O70 with CS-GD rather than the complete suppression
of network phases.
Three-Domain Lamellae Phase. The Lam3 phase was

found with O þ oxide fractions ranging from about
32.3 to 48.2 vol %. The Lam3 phase window for
ISO-oxide is more narrow than that of neat ISO polymers
(27 to 62 vol % O) but occurs over a similar region of
the fI= fS isopleth. The considerable asymmetry of the
phase boundaries about the fI=fS=fO=1/3 symmetric
point is due to the asymmetry of the I, S, and Omer units
as well as the asymmetry of the χ parameters19,43 which
was exaggerated by the addition of oxide sols.
Core-Shell Inverse-Hexagonal Phase. The core-shell

inverse-hexagonal morphology was found when the
O þ oxide composition was between 51 and 54 vol %.
Larger O þ oxide fractions could be explored by starting
with ISO polymers with larger O fractions or perhaps by
modifying the niobia sol-gel process. However, such
searches toward the O þ oxide rich corner of the phase
diagram are likely to result in isolated micellar phases or
disordered mixing. The onset of the CS-iH at 51 vol %
O þ oxide is considerably lower than that predicted
for neat ISO polymers (c.a. 70 to 80 vol % O)19 and is
likely due to the increased segregation strength of the
O þ oxide domain. It is impressive to note how well the
ISO-oxide system behaves deep into the dense nano-
particle regime. For example, ISO4-N4 with 54 vol %
Oþ oxide contained 7.2 times more volume of oxide than
O yet still formed a highly ordered morphology. All
samples targeting O þ oxide fractions higher than
54 vol % resulted in macrophase separation of niobia
precipitates (ISO3-N1, ISO3-N2, and ISO4-N5). The
isolated precipitates of niobia resulted in a lower effective
Oþ oxide volume fraction. This lower effectiveOþ oxide
fraction led ISO4-N5 to form a Lam3 phase even

though the recipe targeted an O þ oxide region of phase
space near CS-iH. This lower effective Oþ oxide fraction
was further evidenced in SAXS by a shift to smaller d*
spacing (compare ISO4-N4 to ISO4-N5 and ISO3-N1 to
ISO3-N2).
Phases Encountered. The phase behavior observed in

the ISO-oxide system was characteristic of the nonfru-
strated ISO polymers used. All of the observed phases;
CS-H, CS-GD, Lam3, and CS-iH;exhibited only A-B
and B-C type interfaces without any A-C type contacts.
The four observed phases were all core-shell analogs of
the lamellar, double gyroid, and hexagonal phases com-
mon to diblock copolymers and appeared in same se-
quence. The very different phase space of the ISO-oxide
system relative to neat ISO is attributed to the change in
system thermodynamics which was evidenced even at
very low oxide loadings.
The network morphology observed in the ISO-oxide

system differed substantially from neat ISO. Along the
fI=fS isopleth, neat ISO polymers form the orthorhombic
O70 phase on the O minority side of the isopleth from
9.8 to 23.9 vol % O and the cubic core-shell double
gyroid on the O majority side of the isopleth from 61 to
67 vol%O.28 In contrast, the ISO-oxide system differed
in two regards: (1) the cubic core-shell double gyroid
structure formed on the O þ oxide minority side of the
isopleth and (2) no network phases were found on the
O þ oxide majority side of the isopleth. The appearance
of the CS-GD phase on the Oþ oxide minority side of the
isopleth (1) can be rationalized by a slight distortion of
neat ISO phase boundries19 by extending the CS-GD

phase space slightly toward the S corner of the ternary
phase diagram. The change in ISO thermodynamics with
the addition of oxide sol could be attributed to such
a shift. As predicted for neat ISO, the symmetric-
asymmetric ISO structure-directing agents lead to an
ISO-oxide network structure with saddle surfaces.26 In
contrast the lack of any observed network structures on
the O þ oxide majority side of the isopleth (2) requires
further discussion. Although the existence of an ISO-
oxide network phase on theOþ oxidemajority side of the
isopleth cannot be disproved, it is not expected for the
polymers used in this study since no such phases were
observed as minority phases in samples ISO4-N2 or
ISO4-N3 near the transition from Lam3 to CS-iH. We
suspect that O þ oxide majority network phases are
suppressed by the entropic penalty associated with the
O chain stretching necessary to reach the center of each
node. This effect was likely exacerbated by the relatively
small O fraction of the ISO polymers used in this study as
well as the increased unit cell size at high oxide loadings.
For comparison, such O þ oxide majority network
phases for IO diblock copolymers are know to form
under a narrow set of conditions including a larger
32 vol%O.31,39 Furthermore, the stability of ISO-oxide
network phases may be rationalized in terms of the
increased polydispersity of the combined O þ oxide
domain. Copolymers with blocks of different polydisper-
sity are known to favor structures with surfaces curving

(43) Floudas, G.; Vazaiou, B.; Schipper, F.; Ulrich, R.; Wiesner, U.;
Iatrou, H.; Hadjichristidis, N. Macromolecules 2001, 34(9), 2947–
2957.
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toward the block of higher dispersity.44-47 Thus, the
stability of O þ oxide minority network phases is
expected to be higher than that of O þ oxide majority
network phases. There is likely a narrow set of conditions
underwhich the ISO-oxide system forms network phases
on the O þ oxide majority side of the fI= fS isopleth;
however, we do not expect these conditions to be as
experimentally tractable as when Oþ oxide is a minority.
Outlook for Applications. The reported CS-H, CS-GD,

Lam3, and CS-iH morphologies could be useful for
applications requiring continuous paths of multiple func-
tional materials. The core-shell hexagonal morphologies
contain a continuous matrix with two minority compo-
nents that are continuous in one dimension whereas the
Lam3 phase has all three components continuous in two
dimensions. In contrast, the CS-GD morphology has a
pentacontinuous structure with all five-plies continuous
in all directions. A series of selective domain trans-
formations48-50 could be used to convert the materials
reported here into nanocomposites containing multiple
function materials with either anisotropic or isotropic
continuity. Such materials could be useful for advanced
applications including photonic materials as well as en-
ergy generation, conversion, and storage devices.
Furthermore, ordered materials with continuous por-

osity are of interest for filtration, electronic, and optical
applications. Toward this end, we demonstrated a free-
standing mesoporous aluminosilicate double gyroid

(Figure 3). Such materials could be directly used as
orientation independent filters. Alternatively, these free-
standing oxide networks could be used as sacrificial hard
templates for the synthesis of mesoporous, crystalline
transition metal oxides.51 Similarly, these oxide networks
could also be used as substrates for the deposition of
layers of functional materials for three-dimensionally
continuous electronic and optical devices.

Conclusion

The results of 15 ISO-oxide nanocomposites were
detailed along the fI= fS isopleth using aluminosilicate
and niobia sols. Four morphologies were identified,
including core-shell hexagonal, core-shell double gyro-
id, three-domain lamellae, and core-shell inverse-hexa-
gonal. These three- and five-ply nanocomposites
contained continuous domains spanning in either one,
two, or three dimensions. We believe that this approach
will lead to advanced materials and devices containing
several plies of functional materials.
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